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Deathwater, Day
Abstract
at thought's edge, past a mountain peak in pine, there is a fountain, terraced, calciferous — silent in the
sun, save for a susurrus of ripples — I met a wretch who said:
Read by Meg Moseman
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Two Poems
by Meg Moseman

Deathwater, Day
— at thought's edge, past a mountain peak in pine, there is a fountain, terraced, calciferous — silent
in the sun, save for a susurrus of ripples — I met a wretch who said:
the water and the wind in their meeting are the voices of those who come
a trickling only in silence, almost silence. the water, thin like air, cannot rot or quench
it is only clear reflection, soft on the life of those who come
it is the life of them, it takes their life and circles
bearing universal life through those who come
they become vessels made of glass, clear, unrestricting
the fountain has a hundred tiers, it is the bones of those who come
water trickles wind words, breaks them around arches
nets of heat between bare sun and water's whispering edge
grow solid, fix and freeze. sparks catch atoms of self like glitter in granite
self heat-pinned until there is no mind or time but stony blocks of sense
what is more than life is gold reflection held in water, no longer water, a fiery gold band beaching on bone as water
turns to air. the pale ones who remain
still only made to kneel, will lurch, hear laughter, see a woman, rosy, well
an infant when dawn ought to break, a dying crone when night should fall
she laughs and picks up golden chains, wears them round her neck, dancing
the sun, its motion stolen by her life, grows hollow, stale, inanimate
light radiates off arches, echoes off the hard blue sky
she is only what the dying see, she is in their eyes and minds
when they dissolve there is silence, sun.
— because I left uncaught, black mold will mar white arches, water from some earthly stream will
contaminate — crows will come someday, clouds bearing rain, arches will shatter, water sink into
earth, trees grow, as lichen breaks the bone to clay —
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